Molecular basis of transitivity in plant RNA silencing.
The discovery of small RNAs has offered exciting opportunities in manipulating gene expression. The non-coding RNAs cause target gene inactivation at the transcriptional, post-transcriptional or translational level. In addition to the default silencing approach, they provide another mode of gene regulation by transitivity. Here, gradual amplification in effector RNAs number allows regulation of genes other than the original target and causes the outspread of silencing from its origin to aid a robust response. Unlike the short-range cell-to-cell movement of silencing signal (through plasmodesmata), little is known of the mediators of systemic silencing (usually through phloem). Through the present review, we combine the reports available so far to better understand the characteristics of secondary silencing, factors involved, and summarize the instances where it has been employed in plants. Understanding the molecular mechanism behind transitivity has led to the designing of efficient transgenes for targeted gene inactivation, utilized in silencing of a multigene family, and in the field of functional genomics. Studies uncovering the origin of distinct secondary silencing pathways in plants have been exploited for developing artificial RNA silencing methods such as hairpin RNA, artificial microRNA, intrinsic direct repeat, inverted repeat, artificial trans-acting siRNA, phased siRNA, and virus-induced gene silencing. The techniques have facilitated the spread of traits such as pathogenic resistance or alter plant growth and development features. The mechanism of reprogramming in the silencing machinery and the consequent genetic manipulation through transitive RNA is still not completely understood and its exploitation in crop improvement programmes is still in a developing phase.